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Abstract. In enacting a workflow process that is made up of stepwise
activities and their temporal orderings, it is very important to control
and trace each instance’s execution as well as to keep it sustainable. In
particular, the sustainability implies that the underlying system should
be able to not only provide an error-detection functionality on its running
exceptions but also to furnish a very autonomous recovery mechanism to
deal with the detected exceptional and risky situations. As an impeccable
technique for realizing the sustainability on workflow process enactment
services, this paper tries to formalize a workflow risk-recovery concept to
be used in implementing autonomous recovery mechanisms of workflow
enactment systems, which is named as gateway-centered rollback-points
ancestry model. Conclusively, we believe that the proposed model ought
be one of those impeccable trials and pioneering contributions to improve
and advance the sustainability in workflow process enactment services.

Keywords: Information control net · Workflow process · Risk depen-
dency · Sustainability · Autonomous workflow recovery · Rollback-points
ancestry model

1 Introduction

In this paper, we focus on the sustainability issue [8,11,12] in enacting workflow
processes by a workflow management system. In order to guarantee safeness on
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workflow processes synchronization that implies to keep consistency between the
run-time information on the system and the physical status of a corresponding
business process on the real-world, it is very important for the system to be
supported by an autonomous error-detection and self-recovery mechanism for
resolving the exceptional and risky situations. A little more specifically speak-
ing, the paper conceives a novel concept of rollback-points ancestries to be used
for the system to automatically recover and resume the error-involved work-
flow instances from the exceptional and risky situations. The proposed concept
implies that the self-recovery mechanism is able to decide a proper point of roll-
back operations, which is pointing to the activity (either gateway-activity or
task-activity) starting a rollback among the previous performed activities in the
corresponding workflow instance, according to the guidance of a rollback-points
ancestry model.

In principle, there are two types of rollback-points ancestry models, such as
gateway-centered rollback-points model and task-centered rollback-points ances-
try model. A rollback-points ancestry model basically specifies a series of roll-
back sequences as workflow instance recovery information, which can be used
for implementing an autonomous self-recovery mechanism to resume the error-
involved workflow instances from the exceptional and risky situations. We for-
malize the gateway-centered rollback-points ancestry model and its usage, in
particular. Note that a workflow process model describes a temporal precedence
(control flow) of gateway activities and task activities, and its related events, such
as initiating, terminating, timing, and so on. So, the rollback-point of a workflow
process model ought to be either a gateway activity or a task activity. That is,
once the system detects an error situation, and then it has to make a decision for
choosing a rollback-point where the system applies a series of forward-rollback
operations to recover the corresponding workflow instance. In general, we can use
three types of gateway activities [3], such as alternative-gateway, conjunctive-
gateway, and iterative-gateway, in defining a workflow process model, and so the
gateway-centered rollback-points ancestry model proposed in the paper specifies
a temporal sequence of gateway-activities that can be helped for the system to
choose a reasonable rollback-point, efficiently as well as autonomously. In this
paper, we expatiate on the details of gateway-centered workflow rollback-points
ancestry model with an operational example.

2 Conceptual Backgrounds and Related Work

We know that the system’s self-recoverable ability depends on its rollback mech-
anism to be applied to those running workflow instances. The rollback mech-
anism used to determine a rollback-point by indicating an activity out of the
previously completed activities on the underlying workflow instance. However,
because the system does not know from where the detected exceptions come, it
has to perform the rollback operations of all the completed activities to abort
the running workflow instance. At this moment, we also know that the system
ought to be much more efficient if it can determine a rollback-point by choosing
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a proper activity as the start point of undoing, rather than undoing all the com-
pleted activities (aborting the running workflow instance). The following are the
possible policies to resume the running workflow instance:

– no rollback-points: kill-and-restart (abort) the running workflow instance with
undoing all the completed activities

– rollback-points with randomly selected
– rollback-points with the most recently completed first
– predefined rollback-points: specified at the build-time (the modeling time) of a

corresponding workflow process model
– the ideal policy: autonomous rollback-points with intelligently selected.

Conclusively speaking, we try to dig out a kind of the ideal policies that ought to
be appropriate for effectively as well as efficiently realizing our goal, keeping sus-
tainable on workflow enactments, through a self-recoverable rollback mechanism.
Therefore, in this paper, we newly propose a concept of rollback sequences that
is based on the workflow risk dependency model formally described in [10]. The
basic idea is this; we can reasonably assign a single rollback-point of gateway-
activity, which is so-called “a risk dependency point,” to every activity on a
workflow process model, and the risk dependency point of each activity becomes
a rollback point of the activity when it encounters with any type of exceptional
situations. Note that the syntactical structure of a workflow process model is
determined by the basic gateway primitives, such as disjunctive, conjunctive, and
iterative gateway-activity types, and so three types of risk dependency points,
such as alternative-risk, conjunctive-risk, and iterative-risk dependencies, can be
deduced from a workflow process model, and they become the theoretical bases
of a gateway-centered rollback-point ancestry model proposed in the paper.

3 Gateway-Centered Rollback-Point Sequences

We are proposing an autonomous rollback-points selection approach as one of
the ideal policies, which is named as gateway-centered workflow rollback-points
ancestry model. It is possible to deduce two types of rollback-points ancestry
models by revising the algorithm [10] that is able to algorithmically generate a
workflow risk dependency net [10] from an information control net [1,4], which
are gateway-centered rollback-points ancestry model and task-centered rollback-
points ancestry model. Our focus pays on the gateway-centered rollback-points
ancestry model, in particular.

3.1 Information Control Net and Its Risk Dependency Model

In order to automatically generate a gateway-centered rollback-points ancestry
model from a workflow process model, we would use the concept of workflow risk
dependencies [10] that the authors’ research group developed and presented in
[10]. The concept of risk dependencies can be defined graphically and formally
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by generating the workflow risk dependency net and workflow risk dependency
model, respectively, from an information control net of workflow process model.
The concept of gateway-centered rollback-points ancestries can be deduced from
a workflow risk dependency net of the corresponding information control net.

A workflow risk dependency net is for modeling the risky effects on control
transition types, such as sequential, conditional (or-split and or-join), parallel
(and-split and and-join), and loop (loop-split and loop-join) control transitions.
In particular, the three types of gateway-centered control transitions (condi-
tional, parallel, and loop) become important leverages to form three types of risk
dependencies in a workflow risk dependency model by revising the risk depen-
dency generation algorithm [10]. Assume that we have to use a series of special
notations, operations and their meanings, which are closely related with the risk
dependency analysis and precisely described in [10]. In terms of revising the algo-
rithm, it is necessary to extend the domination-relationship operations [2,10] so
as to incorporate the concept of gateway-centered risk dependency types, such
as alternative-gateway, conjunctive-gateway, and iterative-gateway dependency
types. However, we won’t describe any further in this paper, because of the page
limitation. In this paper we focus on formalizing the gateway-centered rollback-
points ancestry model, in particular.

3.2 Gateway-Centered Rollback-Points Ancestry Model

As described in the previous, the novel concept of workflow rollback-points ances-
tries can be realized in either a gateway-centered rollback-points ancestry net or
a task-centered rollback-points ancestry net, each of which can be automatically
generated from a workflow risk dependency net [10] of an information control
net of workflow process model. The former net is graphically representing a set
of gateway-activities and their risk dependency edges, whereas the latter net is
composed of a set of graphical nodes of task-activities and their risk dependency
edges. In this section, we formalize the formal definition of gateway-centered
rollback-points ancestry model, M g = (χg , ϑg , I ,O), as shown in [Definition 1].

Definition 1. Gateway-Centered Workflow Rollback-Points Ancestry
Model from a workflow risk dependency model. Let M g be a gateway-centered
workflow rollback-points ancestry model, that is formally defined as M g = (χg , ϑg ,
I, O) over a set of gateway-activities, Ag , and a set of transition-conditions, T g ,
where

– χg = χg
re ∪ χg

rd

where, χo : Ag −→ ℘(Ag) is a multi-valued mapping of a gateway-activity to
an another set of gateway-activities, each member of which is a direct descen-
dant having disjunctive, conjunctive, and iterative gateway-centered dependen-
cies, and χg

re : Ag −→ ℘(Ag) is a single-valued mapping of a gateway-activity
to an another gateway-activity that is a direct ancestor having disjunctive,
conjunctive, and iterative gateway-centered effects.
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– ϑg = ϑg
re ∪ ϑg

rd

where, ϑg
re : a set of control-transition conditions, τ ∈ T g , on each arc,

(ϕg
re(α), α); and ϑg

rd : a set of control-transition conditions, τ ∈ T g , on each
arc, (α,ϕg

rd (α)), where α ∈ Ag;
– I is a finite set of initial input repositories;
– O is a finite set of final output repositories;

Figure 1 depicts the conceptual idea of the gateway-centered rollback-points
ancestries, and how to use them in an autonomous rollback-point selection mech-
anism. The left-side of the figure is illustrating a simple information control net
[3,9] having one pair of split-join alternative-gateway nodes and another pair of
split-join conjunctive-gateway nodes, whereas the right-side illustrates a possible
rollback-points sequence on the workflow risk dependency net of the correspond-
ing information control net. In particular, χg = χg

re ∪ χg
rd is formally representing

the ancestral relationships with risky dependency and effect properties, where
χg is among gateway-activities. These gateway-centered ancestral relationships
are eventually used for choosing gateway-centered rollback-points of workflow
instances spawned from a corresponding workflow process model.

Fig. 1. An Information Control Net and Its Workflow Risk Dependency Model

In order to systematically construct a gateway-centered workflow rollback-
points ancestry net from a workflow risk dependency net, the authors’ research
group has devised an algorithm that is named as the “gateway-centered work-
flow rollback sequence ancestries generation algorithm.” The algorithm is able to
produce a gateway-centered rollback-points ancestry net, such as “A Gateway-
Centered Rollback-Points Ancestry Model (M g = (χg , ϑg , I ,O)),” from a work-
flow risk dependency net, “A Workflow Risk Dependency Net (Ω = (ϕ, ξ, I ,O)),”
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Fig. 2. The Gateway-Centered Workflow Rollback-Points Ancestry Net of Fig. 1

Table 1. Formal Representation of the Gateway-Centered Rollback-Points Ancestry
Model for the Information Control Net of Fig. 1

described in [10]. Due to the page limitation, we won’t describe the details of the
algorithm. However, as an operational example, we have applied the algorithm
to the workflow risk dependent net of Fig. 1, and its output, a gateway-centered
rollback-points ancestry net, is graphically and formally arranged in Fig. 2 and
Table 1, respectively.

In summary, we believe that the gateway-centered workflow rollback-points
ancestry model plays a very important role as a risk recovery mechanism to
realize the eventual goal of sustainable workflow process enactments. From the
ancestral relationships’ information of χg = χg

rd ∪ χg
re, we are able to build a
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series of autonomous rollback-point sequences for each of the workflow instances
spawned from a workflow process model. In particular, χg

re and χb
re possess the

hierarchy of gateway-centered ancestors that dominates every activities in a cor-
responding workflow process model. Therefore, we can automatically generate a
series of rollback-point sequences of each workflow instance so as to be applied to
recover from the risky situation where it is faced with. As an operational exam-
ple, the following lists a series of rollback-point sequences that can be obtained
from the gateway-centered ancestral relationships information, χg

re and χg
rd.

- Gateway-Centered Rollback-Points Sequence0 = gja → gsp → gsa → αI

- Gateway-Centered Rollback-Points Sequence1 = gjp → gsp → gsa → αI

4 Conclusions

So far, this paper has deployed the concept of gateway-centered workflow
rollback-points ancestries and its usage for autonomous workflow recovery mech-
anisms to achieve the sustainable workflow process enactment services. Based
upon the theoretical concept, we are able to not only generate a series of gateway-
centered workflow rollback-point sequences for a workflow process model, but
also extract the gateway-centered rollback-points ancestral relationships to be
used for the autonomous workflow recovery mechanisms. As stated previously,
in resolving the sustainability issue of workflow process enactment services, it is
very important for the system to provide autonomous error-detection and recov-
ery functionalities on its running exceptions as well as very safe self-recovery
mechanisms on the exceptional and risky situations. Therefore, we are certainly
sure that gateway-centered rollback-point sequences from a gateway-centered
rollback-points ancestry model proposed in the paper can produce valuable work-
flow risk dependency knowledge that will be eventually used for realizing the
sustainable workflow processes enactment services.
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